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NAME TAG LINE

The name was chosen because the word itself represents individuals who are 

appealing to the eyes. I wanted something that attracted people and at the 

same time did not offend others. There’s a certain coolness to it that when 

people see it they want to say it. The spelling of it, which is the phonetic 

pronunciation of the word, brings a certain allure that makes people want to 

talk to you when they see you wearing the brand.” — Patrick Felix, founder

See sek-se, say sexy“



BRAND OVERVIEW

In 2014, Sek-se Inc., a French / American apparel brand that uses the diverse 

energy of street-art and connects it to the evolution of street-wear while 

allowing individuals to create their own unique style and remain sexy was 

founded by Patrick S. Felix in a condo in South Boston, MA. We create unique 

apparel for women and men who are stylish and free thinkers who prefer to set 

the trend instead of following the trends. The brand was created because I felt 

that every brand looked the same and we, as people, had lost our individuality. 

That being said, I believe that there was room for Sek-se to capture an audience 

that desired what the brand represented. The differentiator for the brand 

revolves around the high quality of the material when compared to other 

startup streetwear brands. Unlike most brands that mass produce their items, I, 

the founder, hand prints each every and every single design for every customer. 

We guarantee a special uniqueness to every customer because every print will 

be different on every item when printed.”  — Patrick Felix, founder

“



BRAND IDENTITY

HISTORY
2014 - March: The brand, idea and name was created.

 - April 9th: First used of the name.

 - April 12th: First used in commerce.

 - Branded the company as a luxury brand from Paris by adding 

    the city of Paris under the name and creating this mysterious 

    notion that the brand was as luxurious as any other brand, such as 

    Marc Jacob, Chanel, Lancel, Celine, and etc. This justified the 

    price point of $37.50 for a t-shirt.

2015 - Perfected printing skills and searched for higher quality material.

2016 - The growth of the brand within the year elevated and focused 

    more on fashion and individuals involved in fitness such 

    as yoga.

 - June 28th: Sek-se Inc. became a corporation.

 - July 22nd: Filed for Registered Trademark.

2017 - March 7th: Sek-se Inc. became a registered trademark

 - September: reduced price to $30 for t-shirts to increase sales and 

   market share within the college demographic.

MISSION
At Sek-se, our mission is to allow people to understand that being fashionable, 

stylish, and comfortable are about being an individual. By connecting street 

art from around the world into streetwear, our customers feel the comfort and 

sexiness that they desire. We deliver the t-shirt that your best friend wants to 

borrow.

VISION
Our vision is to put Sek-se apparel on to every individual who desires to be sexy.  

We are looking to expand into the fashion world more by expanding into jeans, 

but more importantly, disturbing the suit & dress shirt world.

VALUES
Our company values are simple: treat every employee and customer as if they 

were family. We are about putting smiles, laughter, confidence and sexiness in 

the world.



BRAND IDENTITY CONT

AUDIENCE
Our brand focuses on individuals who are 18 - 34. Historically, our buyers have 

been women who buy for themselves and for their significant other. They are 

young professionals who are into fitness, fashion, yoga, and city nightlife. Per 

our research and ads, it appears that the demographic that might be more 

interested (depending on the platform) 18 - 24; college students who are 

extremely interested in being unique and are supporters of underground brands. 

PERSONALITY

Sexy. Dope. Hot. Streetwear. 

Unique. Stylish. Rebellious. 

Quality. Comfortable. Different. 

What does it say? Ah awesome.



MARKETING STRATEGY

When we first met with Patrick he had so many ideas for so many things that 

he needed to narrow his focus in order to get what he wanted for his company. 

This is very important as audiences need something to identify with when 

looking at and shopping the product. This is especially important in Patrick’s 

case since he has a streetwear brand.

Streetwear in its DNA is based off of shared core values of a particular set of 

people. If one connected with those values, they would buy into it. Patrick 

currently lacks a strong set of perceived values, thus less purchases. Patrick 

knows what he wants and he knows his values, he just needs to know how to 

communicate those values through his products. Once he strongly establishes 

his image he can start taking more chances with his products but for now, with 

the aid of the narrowed vision, he can put out products that properly convey his 

values.

The brand book will serve as a filter for Patrick to make sure everything that is 

customer-facing is conveying the brand’s values. This way he can build his brand 

awareness with his target market. 

In the end we have to remember we are selling graphic t-shirts in a market that 

already has so many graphic t-shirt companies. Customers are buying what they 

connect to, so it is up to us to create the most compelling story.



BRAND VISUALS

TYPE LOGO IMAGE BASED LOGOS

sek•se



BRAND VISUALS CONT

TYPOGRAPHY

MAIN

SHRIKHAND REGULAR
SECONDARY

FRUTIGER LT STD

COLOR SCHEME

CREAM WHITE         BLACK         RED



PRODUCTS

These t-shirts are the core t shirts of the brand to get 

the new Sek-se logos (both type and image based) to be 

associated with the brand. Once the new Sek-se branding 

is known, the t-shirts can branch out to more “out there” 

designs. For these more wild designs to connect back to 

the brand, there could be a sewn in Sek-se logo on the 

sleeve (see right image). 



SOCIAL MEDIA

Based on the target audience, Sek-se should be focused on Instagram as its 

prime type of social media as 18 - 24 years olds are the main users of it. 

Sek-se should have a consistent look and feel to each post so that it creates a 

trust worthy brand. The same filter should be used for all photos and the same 

photography style so that if one were to visit Sek-se’s Instagram page, all posts 

would look like they belong together. Sek-se should also focus on Facebook as 

a secondary form of social media as the same age group uses it, but to a lesser 

extent. Other forms of social media are fairly irrelevant and Sek-se’s energy 

should just be focused on these two. 

HASHTAGS

#seeseksesaysexy #streetwear #menswear 

#urbanuniform #sexy #streetwearclothing

#boston #usamade #bostonmade #graphictee 

#urbanart #bostonstrong #laced #fire

#feugo #hype #hypebeast #wearyourself 

#readymade #snobshot


